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New ATN Chapters Forming

We have a new regional chapter forming in the Mid
Atlantic area.  Dave Stepnowski KC3AM is incor-
porating his ATV repeater in Wilmington Delaware
and the Delaware County, Pennsylvania ATV re-
peater into this new chapter.  Both repeaters have
439.25 MHz AM input (lower VSB) and adding
DVB-T to the 70cm repeater inputs. Repeater out-
puts are 1285 MHz DVB-S for Wilmington and
1255 MHz FM and 423 MHz DVB-T outputs for
Delaware County, PA near Philadelphia

In the Dayton Ohio area, Dave Pelaez AH2AR and
Reuben Meeks W8GUC are forming a new ATN
chapter  with Reuben as president. The new chap-
ter is affiliated with Dayton Amateur Radio Associ-
ation and serve as the ATV arm of DARA.
Currently there are nine ATV stations with four
more members are getting their ATV stations setup
for a total of 13 members. Dave and crew have
been doing major upgrades to the W8BI repeater
and you can read all about it in the repeater update
section.

Interested in forming your own ATN chapter but
have some questions?  ATN chapters each are self
governing with their own officers. As a group we
are a voice to promote the ATV mode in our ham
radio hobbie and we fight to protect our mode
when outside groups propose to take our spectrum
or request experiment licenses to operate overlaid
on our ATV spectrum.  Each chapter contributes
technology and at times equipment with all chap-
ters benefiting from our total group expertise.  
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ATN Winter Meeting Announcements
Our Arizona chapter meeting is Saturday January
12, 2019 at ICS, 10801 N. 24th Street, Suite 102
&103, Phoenix. Kevin and Tammy Jacobson are
our hosts. Doors open at 11 AM Lunch and meet-
ing starting at noon. Lunch will be provided.  Talk
in frequency 448.40 MHz, 100 Hz CTCSS tone.

Our California chapter meeting is Saturday Febru-
ary 23rd, 2019 at Cocos Restaurant, 60 Foothill Bl.
Upland, CA. We will be meeting in the private din-
ning-meeting room starting at 11:30 for those who
want to order lunch, the meeting will start at 12
noon. Talk in is 146.43 MHz Simplex.    
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Photo of Kevin’s ICS in Phoenix

All interested in ATV are welcome to attend.  We
have discussions about the latest in ATV, demo of
some of the latest ATV equipment and can help
with check out of your equipment if needed. This
is the time of the year to renew your dues and our
election of officers for 2019.  

Photo of Coco’s as viewed from Euclid Ave 

All interested in ATV are welcome to attend. We will
have discussions about ATV and our ATN repeater
systems.  We will have our ATN live truck on dis-
play. This is the time to renew your dues and elec-
tion of officers for 2019.  
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ATN Web Update
By Roland Hoffman – KC6JPG

The Amateur Television Network continues to be
the leading edge of ATV communications.  Even
better, each ATN chapter supports each other
throughout the country.  The best way to showcase
our network and chapters is through our website.
We receive hundreds of web “hits” on our site daily
as more HAMS are “curious” on getting involved in
ATV.  With a huge thank you to Don Hill – KE6BXT,
he created and maintained our ATN website for
many years.  If you’ve been visiting our website
lately, our site structure has taken on a different
look.  During the months of December and Janu-
ary, our website will be going through a complete
make-over.  

Today, websites are getting more sophisticated.
Data protection and site security takes a high pri-
ority these days, especially protecting sensitive in-
formation from a “member” type of a website.  The
Amateur Television Network is taking on that ap-
proach in 2019 by adding more features and ben-
efits within our ATN and ATV community towards
website security.  Our 2019 plans are to add some
great feature to the site.  These features include:

ATN Repeater directory with “LIVE” video em-
bedded.

With the help of the British Amateur Television
Club, we can embed our ATN stream directly into
each corresponding repeater page.  You can ac-
cess the Chapters and Repeaters list in our menu
and you can watch the repeater within the page.  If
the repeater is linked to a hub repeater system,
then the live video will show the hub repeater sys-
tem.  If our chapter systems currently stream their
repeater system, we will incorporate their stream
on the corresponding repeater page.

Membership System

Our ATN repeaters are open to all ATV’ers.  Be-
coming a member of the ATN helps us keep our re-
peaters on the air with site rent and insurance.  Our
registration system on our website is in full opera-
tion, and you can register into our site for FREE
and have full access to the website until the end of
February 2019.  If you are a paid ATN member, you
will receive full access to the website, including ac-
cess to our ATN / ATV user directories and other
members only benefits after February 2019.  We
will be including an on-line membership form on
our site, so you can become a members and sup-
port the Amateur Television Network.

Resource Center

For 2019, we will include information to set up your
ATV transmission gear, a classified ad system to
list your ATV equipment for sale within the ATN /
ATV community, photo / video galleries, calendar
of events, ATN Mobile Unit requests, and much
more.

We are planning to have our major components fin-
ished and activated on the website before our ATN
Winter Meetings (January 2019 in AZ & February
2019 for So. CA).  I am looking forward in demon-
strating our new website during the meetings and
look forward towards any suggestions you may
have to improve our site.

We are looking forward in wrapping up our ATN
website project by February as we wish you a pros-
perous and wonderful 2019 within our ATN & ATV
community.

73, Roland KC6JPG

ATN Webmaster
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Integrating Digital ATV Capabilities Into Older
PC Electronics A5 ATV Transceivers

Article by Dave Pelaez AH2AR

THE IDEA
With the advent of stand-alone HiDes DVB-T ATV
receivers and transmitters such as the HV-110 and
HV-310E, adding DVB-T digital ATV (D2) receive
and transmit capabilities at the operating position
are now possible, but integrating this new
equipment into the ham shack can get somewhat
involved.  T/R switching and amplifier integration
require additional equipment and planning since
the T/R feature and proper cabling and RF power
levels must be accounted for to provide a workable
and practical transmit and receive station.  

Recognizing this potential dilemma, Mel Whitten,
K0PFX had showcased his solution for integrating
HV-110s and HV-310s into a very functional
solution and has gone so far as providing plans
and parts lists to anyone one who was interested
in taking on such a project.  Other amateurs, such
as myself, have resorted to cluging together, in
“Rube Goldberg” fashion, switches, cabling and
relays that are functional but may not be easily
relocated or changed without having to resort to
complicated disassembly and reassembly work.  

Since I live in the Midwest, ATV activities still
include analog (A5) ATV on 70cm as this mode is
still extensively used for ATV DX contacts in this
region of the country.  Consequently, A5 and  D2
activities in the Midwest are interspersed and this
further complicates the ATV station layout. 

While assisting a local long-time A5 ham (KE8QR)
to suggest options for how he could integrate his
newly acquired HV-110 and HV-310, I pursued an
alternate solution to help eliminate the conundrum
of wiring, relays, switches and working RF power
levels encountered when jumping into the digital
mode from A5.  As all of the ATVers in the local
area have PC Electronics TC70's, I thought that it
may be possible to integrate this older ATV
transceiver as a “host” to help eliminate redundant
cabling and amplifiers when operating A5 or D2.
Wanting to keep all of the functionality of the PC
Electronics TC70 intact, provision of a “Mode”
switch and a relay could allow amateurs to simply
throw a SPDT switch to change ATV modes on the
fly. This sounded like an elegant solution worth
pursuing.

Photo 2, TC70-10  and a TC70-20 Transceiver

REQUIRED FEATURES
Any modification of the  host PC Electronics TC70
must be simple and practical.  The goal of this
project had to include these features:

1. Not counting the TC70 and HV-110/HV-310E, I
wanted to keep the parts count to a minimum (9
parts total)  Includes the following: 2 bulkhead SMA
connectors, 1 SPDT switch, 1 1N4001 Diode, 1
Tohtsu CX-120a coaxial relay, 1 chassis-mount DC
power barrel connector,  3 miniature RF cabling
runs with SMA connectors.  

2. All TC70 A5 functionality must be left intact.
Additions or modifications must not degrade or
disrupt the normal workings of the TC70
transceiver. The HV-110 and HV-310 can also be
removed easily with no host transceiver A5
functionality lost.

Photo 1, Modified TC-70 for added D2 Mode
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3. No modifications must be made to either the HV-
110 or HV-310 DVB-T receiver/transmitter.

4. There must be a minimal number of umbilical
connections between the host transceiver and
DVB-T gear. Consequently, only three connections
between the host and HV-110/HV-310 is needed.
Bulkhead SMA connectors and a bulkhead DC
power connector for the HV-310 will allow for quick
removal of the umbilcaled HV-110/HV-310 from the
host ATV transceiver..

5. A single mode-selector-switch will control A5 and
D2 modes.

6. To transmit in either mode, the original
“Transmit” switch on the TC70 will key the A5/D2
transmitter.

7. The HV-110 receiver and the host transceiver
downconverter will operate simultaneously, with no
affect on sensitivity of the downconverter. The HV-
110 receiver will be coupled to the downconverter
in a manner that uses the GaAs MESFET
preamplifier within the downconverter to provide
additional receive gain for the HV-110.

8. When not being used for hosting D2 mode, the
transciver will default to A5 operation.

9. Receive and transmit on A5 and D2 must go
through the transceiver's N-connector antenna
connection.

CONCEPT OF OPERATION
Think of it this way: all this modification does is
electrically switch in-and-out the TXA5 (A5 exciter)
and HV-310 transmitter in the host TC70.  

This function is controlled by the Mode switch,
allowing the output of either the TXA5 or HV-310
to be switched into the PA5 (RF Module PCB).  As
for the HV-110  receiver, it is simply coupled via a
pickup loop to L3 on the downconverter PCB.

Before starting, its essential to understand the
layout of the TC70.  There will be some small
internal differences between the TC70 versions,
but the layout is essentially the same in all TC70
models.

TC70 LAYOUT
The photos provided here allows for a better
understanding where the relay and Mode Switch
can be placed, along with the RF cabling to the HV-
310/HV-110 that are bulkheaded through the TC70
cabinet. I opted to place the relay closest to the
PA5 board so the existing PA5-to-TXA5 line can be
used without having to replace that line.    
Note that the Mode Switch is located near the front
side of the cabinet, since the front cabinet of the
TC70 essentially has no room for additional switch
mounting.

Photo 3, Installed relay is shown in the upper
left corner of the cabinet

Photo 4, Location of the mode switch,
bulkhead SMA connectors,

and power connector for the HV-310
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ADDING THE RELAY
Drilling two holes in the side of the cabinet to
accomendate machine screws for relay mounting
is straightforward. Mount the Tohtsu CX-120
Coaxial relay's “single” coaxial output facing the
TC70's PA5 board (See photo 5).  This side of the
relay is soldered to the PA5 RF input line. If
measured correctly, the RG-174 coax going from
the TXA5 exciter to the PA5 board can be cut so
the only soldering that is needed is soldering the
cut lines to either side of the relay as (see photo
5). 

Take extra care to ensure soldering of the center
conductor of the cut RG-174 is low enough on the
gold plated contact of the coaxial relay, so when
the relay is re-assembled there are no solder high
spots that could come in contact with the miniature
screw-down clamps. The coaxial relay is designed
so the shielding side of the RF line does not require
soldering.  This “clamp-arrangement” allows for
secure positioning of the RF line once the clamp
screws are secured.  Note that the other end of the
cut RF line coming from the exciter board is
soldered to the relay post nearest the top of the
transceiver chassis as (see photo 5).   When the
relay is not energized, the TXA5 RF output will
pass through the relay to the PA5 board.

The second pole of the relay passes to the
bulkhead SMA connector (see photo 4).  This is the
RF connection for the HV-310.   One side of the
relay coil goes to ground, and the other side of the
relay goes to one throw leg of the SPDT switch.
This + VDC line also goes to the center conductor
on the chassis-mounted barrel connector.  Don't
forget to put a 1N4001 clamping diode across the
relay coil, with the anode side facing ground.

Photo 5, Closeup of the Tohtsu relay

ADDING THE MODE SELECTOR SWITCH
Positioning the Mode Switch on the right front side
of the TC70 cabinet provides for easy access.  As
already covered, the relay coil and its + line
connects to the top throw post of the SPDT.  For
the other throw post of the Mode Switch, cut the +
line of theTXA5 and place the end of this cut line
going to the TXA5 on the bottom throw post of the
SPDT switch.  The other end of the cut line that
was going to the TXA5, and is now cut, should be
placed on the center throw of the SPDT switch.
With these connections made, when the mode
switch is flipped to the “up” position, this will put the
Mode Switch into “A5” and the down position will
place the mode into D2.

Photo6, Schematic of mode switch & relay

ADDING THE HV-110 RECEIVE LOOP
Placing a #22 AWG 1 to 2 turn loop approximately
1/8 inch away from L3, the mixer input coil of the
TC70's downconverter, (with the cold side
grounded) provides an excellent means for
coupling the needed extra receive antenna port for
the HV-110.   Some miniature hardline or RG-174
can be used to bring the coupled signal out as
shown.  This approach was suggested to me four
years ago by Tom O'Hara W6ORG.  

Tom stressed that the preamp stage has plenty of
gain and that the system noise figure is practically
unaffected.  This provides a measured additional
5 dB gain for the HV-110 receiver, since putting the
pickup loop in after the GaAsFET preamp on the
TVC-2G downconverter provides additional
receive sensitivity for the HV-110.   If you may need
a data sheet with the schematic and layout of your
P. C. Electronics downconverter, since there have
been a number of these produced.
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Tom (ATVinfo@hamtv.com) indicates that he will
provide a copy, but you will need to provide him
with the downconverter PCB version that you have.
See the photo of how this addition is accomplished.

Photo 7, Pickup coil next to the down-
convereter's mixer input coil

THE SMOKE TEST
Once the parts have been installed, functioning
could not be simpler.  A flip of the mode switch up
puts the unit in A5 mode.  Placed in the down
position, the mode switch is now ready for D2.  To
transmit, simply throw the transmit switch on the
TC70's front panel and you are in business.

Additional information about this modification:

1, The HV-110 receiver is powered up continuously
through its standard DC power connection. It does
not need to be turned off during transmit cycling
since there is plenty of isolation during D2 and A5
transmissions.  This isolation is achieved since the
TC70 powers the downconverter down when the
transmit switch is energized.  Isolation is so
effective that its not possible to watch your D2
video on the HV-110 during HV-310 DVB-T
transmissions.

2, Video input-output connections must be
configured in the normal way for A5 and D2
transmissions for the TC70 and HV-110 and HV-
310. Under normal conditions, the HV-310
provides 15 dBm RF power output on its high
power setting.  At this power level the S-AU4 RF
module in the TC70-10 provides 1 watt RF output
measured on a Bird APM-16 with minimal spectral
regrowth since the S-AU4 RF  module remains in
its linear range at this DVB-T power level.   

3, For TC70-20s operation that uses a M57716 RF
amplifier module, its necessary to reduce the HV-
310's RF power to 11 dBm in order to minimize
spectral regrowth.  By adjusting the HV-310's RF
power to 11 dBm, driving the host transceiver with
11 dBm provides 3 watts output into the APM-16.*

4, When the transceiver is in D-2 mode and the
TC70's transmit switch is thrown, this will power up
the HV-310E, and as normal, the HV-310E will take
about 7 seconds before the HV-310E will start
transmitting.  This delay is a normal part of the HV-
310E's function. (editor’s note, for those who use
a cross band repeater, leaving the DVB-T
modulator powered up will allow faster repeater
access by not having to wait for the modulator to
boot up for each transmission).

All A5 functionality of the TC70 remains intact.  An
additional modification can include an LED light
indicating the transceiver is in D2 mode (see
photo).  After five host transceiver modifications,
the form, fit and function of this approach has
proven to be sound.  Also note that variations
between TC70 transceivers are likely due to
differences in RF module performance/age and
changing manufacturer specifications. but I was
able to achieve successful results with five different
TC70s. 

This modification could likely be accomplished with
Wyman Research transceivers or use of other
HiDes standalone DVB-T transmitter/receivers.    

Photo 8, KE8QR on-the-air with the host
TC70/DVB-T system.
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Photo 9, Host Transceiver with connected HV-
110/HV-310  3 Watts output (APM-16)  into

dummyload

*NOTE:  The APM-16 measures average RF
power for digital waveforms but in this case does
not provide the appropriate accuracy for
actual/accurate RF power measurements of the
DVB-T signal's complex waveform.  To that end, a
spectrum analyzer is a way to determine whether
the DVB-T signal is driving the amplifier into its
non-linear region (creating spectral regrowth) and
wattmeters such as the Bird APM-16 can be used
to determine relative power level changes in
concert with employment of a spectrum analyzer.

Photo 10, A logical add-on is the addition of a
“D2 Transmit” front panel light!

I sent my HV-310 and TC-70 to Mike WA6SVT to
run tests in his lab in California.  Mike ran spectrum 
regrowth tests using his IFR-930A spectrum
analyzer. See the results in photos 11 through 13.
He also checked power output levels.

Photo 11, Power output is 3.8 watts average
using the TC-70-20 Transceiver

Photo 12, 439 MHz DVB-T spectrum re-growth
at 3.8 watts average power

Photo 13, 434 MHz DVB-T spectrum re-growth
at 3.8 watts average power

73, Dave AH2AR
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ATN-NV Repeater:
Mt. Potosi N7ZEV

The Mt. Potosi repeater has a new 1253.25 MHz
VSB transmitter to replace the old ATN transmitter
that was the first Mt. Wilson then Santiago Peak
transmitter from back in the early 1980s.  Output is
25 watts peak sync. The transmitter’s exciter is a
new CATV modulator with added upconverter and
predriver stage.  

This drives a new amplifier using two RA-
18H1213G RF power modules. Rick and Frank re-
port a much better picture and sound from the new
transmitter.  We ran out of time to install new 7/8”
feed line for the transmitter and still on old 1/2” line.
Next trip up we will switch out the line and should
have about 2 dB more ERP.

DARA-ATN-OH Repeater:
Dayton W8BI

Dave AH2AR has added two new amplifiers to the
Analog and DVB-T 70cm outputs.  The new ampli-
fiers are Comark Broadcast TV solid state amplifier
drawers tuned up on 70cm.  

New Analog Exciter and Power Amplifier

On the DVB-T side, the power is now at 40 watts
average, this is twice the power that the old ham
amplifier had provided and lower distortion (spec-
trum re-growth).  The analog side has a lot more
power too at 68 watts peak sync and no more
cross hatch mix caused by the chroma and aural
carrier intermodulation from the old D1010 ampli-
fier.  Coverage has nearly doubled too.

New DVB-T 70cm Amplifier

ATN-AZ Repeaters:
White Tank W7ATN

Kevin AD7OI has the repeater working good this
last year.  A new 5910 MHz FM transmitter has
been assembled and tested and will soon be in-
stalled on the hill.  The weak signal beacon on 10
GHz and 1296 MHz has been working well too.

Kevin AD7OI installing the 1.2G & 10G Beacon
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Mesa W7ATN
Rod reports the repeater is working and fills in the
shadowed east valley coverage from White Tank.
The 5712.5 MHz link to White Tank will see some
improvement to the ERP. Mike WA6SVT plans to
be out by the time you receive your newsletter to
relocate the PA to the back of the dish and save on
3 to 4 db feed line loss.

Mt. Lemmon W7ATN

The repeater has not changed since last year. A
trip is planned soon to change out the 2417.5 MHz
link receiver.  The current one will not pass audio
unless video is present effecting the voice repeater
6.5 MHz subcarrier link from White Tank.  This may
be due to the IF PLL demodulator out of lock untill
the video signal pulls in the IF to lock.  A video proc
amp will be added to compensate for amplifier sync
compression.

Our antennas on top of the 160 ft tower, Kevin
AD7OI and Mike WA6SVT a couple of years ago
adding 2441.5 MHz antenna and Filter-LNA.

Green’s Peak W7ATN
Nothing new this year. Currently no activity on the
repeater and it is in standby mode to conserve
power. Coverage is the White Mountains,
Springerville and north into the I-40 corridor east
of Flagstaff and western edge of New Mexico.

ATN-CA
Santa Barbara WB9KMO
Rod made a trip to Santa Barbara a few months
ago to replace a bad power strip circuit breaker and
check out the repeater.  The repeater is working as
well as the link to Santiago.  Rod is promoting the
repeater (remotely) to get some of the old users
back on the air and promote interest in ATV.

Oat Mountain W6ATN
Steve WA6EJO has kept Oat mountain in good
working order. The latest upgrade is a 5910 FM link
receiver to pick up Santiago Peak with the older
1253.25 MHz receiver as backup.  We have been
advised that the site owner is putting in a new
building and we will need to move our gear to the
new building. The old building was a temporary
one that will be removed this spring.  The new
building is closer to the tower so we should not
have to replace any antenna feed lines.

Our old temporary building

Mt. Wilson W6ATN
A new controller is almost done.  Most of the chas-
sis work was done by Steve WA6EJO and Mike
WA6SVT has moved the Intuitive Circuits four port
controller board from the old controller to the new
chassis.  Mike has added a camera controller
board, audio amplifier for local audio monitoring
and a new video distribution amplifier board. Mike
should have this on line in January. A new voice re-
peater has been added 448.42 MHz CTCSS 85.4.
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Snow Peak W6ATN
The repeater now has a 5910 MHz FM link receiver
with the older 1253.25 MHz receiver as backup
link.  Nathan AG6AV our current ATN-CA president
has taken primary charge of maintenance for Snow
Peak and has kept the repeater in good working
order.  Snow Peak is currently our only DVB-T out-
put repeater.  All of our repeaters have 434 DVB-T
receive as well as 2441.5 MHz and 434 MHz
VSB/AM inputs. Links have been calibrated to 4
MHz deviation and giving us better S/N ratios.

Nathan AG6AV working on the Snow Pk Tower

Jobs Peak W6ATN
The 7 port controller has been upgraded for better
video performance.  The link transmitters and re-
ceivers have been calibrated for 4 MHz deviation.
This has helped provide better signal to noise ra-
tios especially for our long haul links to Nevada. 

View to the northwest from the tower

Santiago Peak
The 7 port controller has been upgraded for better
video performance. A new voice repeater has been
added 223.82 MHz CTCSS 85.4 Hz. This is cross
connected to our existing 1286.15 MHz repeater
allowing more members to get on the voice re-
peater system. All of the link receivers and trans-
mitters have been calibrated for 4 MHz deviation
and has helped improve signal to noise ratios and
video performance in general.  This has required
several multiple hill top visits by ATN members at
the same time to become a reality. Thank you to all
who made this happen. 

Ord Mountain Link W6ATN 
This site is used to link Mt. Potosi near Las Vegas
to Jobs Peak near San Bernardino.  We upgraded
the solar panel mounting to hold up better during
windy conditions and added one more panel to in-
crease are charging capability. So far the battery
bank has held up but we are near estimated half
life of the batteries.  Most likely we will need to re-
place the batteries in a couple more years.  

A new voice repeater
on 448.42 MHz
CTCSS 85.4 has been
added and covers the
high desert from Palm-
dale and east past
Barstow to the Nevada
state line.

Our Links & Repeater
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ATN has an ATV Remote Truck 

Last spring Mike Collis WA6SVT received a call
from Frank Kostelac N7ZEV from our Nevada
chapter asking if the California chapter would be
interested in an 1999 4x4 GMC K2500 Suburban
TV News truck.  This truck originally came from
KABC and donated to the WA7HXO club, years
later it was donated to Red Rock Search and Res-
cue.  They had the truck for a year or so and de-
cided they no longer needed it and contacted
Frank.  Mike contacted the other ATN-CA officers
and we graciously excepted Frank’s offer.  

Roland Hoffman KC6JPG and Mike drove to
Frank’s QTH in Las Vegas with thank you letter in
hand for Red Rock Search and Rescue and picked
up the truck and paperwork.  Frank showed us how
the truck’s mast and generator system worked we
both thanked Frank for getting us this great dona-
tion then we drove back to California.  Mike made
two trips to the DMV to get the truck registered.   

Over the next several weeks, Roland and Mike
changed all the fluids in the truck and found there
were some oil and transfer case fluid leaks.  We
replaced several seals and found that the harmonic
balancer was delaminating causing a vibration at
certain RPMs.  That has been replaced as well as
the front main seal.  Currently the truck is having
the transfer case back case replaced due to case
rub through, a common GM issue with 4x4 transfer
cases. A case saver oil pump cover replaces the
factory oil pump bracket so this will not happen
again.  

Now for the electronics.  We removed the roof
mounted batteries as they were worn out with a
new AGM battery inside the truck.  We added a
2441.5 MHz FM transmitter.  Roland donated a
rack mounted mic mixer, color bar / waveform gen-
erator, a waveform / monitor and LCD monitors.
Mike built up an audio monitor system, AM/VSB TV
demodulators, a FM demodulator, a digital TV de-
modulator and KCBS donated a motorized cable
real and cable.  Gary Heston W6KVC donated high
current DC cabling and DC distribution and is loan-
ing the 2.4 GHz transmitter, 1.2 GHz down con-
verter and 5.9 GHz down converter.

Gary has used the truck to promote ATV at several
ham clubs and for the monthly San Bernardino Mi-
crowave Society meetings to connect the technical
presentations that SBMS is famous for.  

Future plans include a dedicated 2441.5 MHz
transmitter with antenna mounted 30 watt amplifier.
A DVB-T 434 MHz transmitter and a V-mix
equipped computer and Mesh video.

73, Mike Gary and Roland
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Visits to other ATV Clubs this Summer

Early summer Mike WA6SVT, Laura KJ6GFI and
our son Ryan took a two week vacation across the
country to visit family in Ohio and stopped on the
way out and on the way back visiting with ATV
groups along the way. We left Crestline Saturday
morning and arrived at our first stop in Albuquerque
New Mexico to meet with Darlene Campbell
KD7HPN and Jean-Luc K1ATN both are founding
members of the ATN-NM chapter for dinner and
talked about the good old days.  We then drove an-
other three hours to Tucumcari and spent the night.

Sunday, day two of our trip took us from the east-
ern edge of New Mexico through the Texas pan-
handle, Oklahoma, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana and
we arrived early Monday morning in East Liberty
Ohio at Laura’s sister Becky Peterson and her fam-
ily.  Lance   (Becky’s husband) is KD8TED. During
our visit with the Petersons, Lance and I drove to
Westerville to meet up with ATCO’s net control op-
erator Art Towslee WA8RMC.  Art gave Lance
some ATV gear to help get him on ATV.  Mike also
brought out some ATV gear.  We visited on the air
at Art’s QTH with some of the local ATVers.  

Art Towslee WA8RMC 

One of the highlights of our trip was digging an 8
foot hole and pouring a tower foundation for
Lance’s used tower that was donated by Linda
Smith, wife of the late Spencer Smith N6IWY a
long time ATN-CA member. Mike had taken down
the tower in Simi Valley and shipped it to Lance.

Several days later we installed the tower and VHF
and ATV antennas.  We could hear Art and all the
Columbus ATVers 40 miles away.  We also rebuilt
Spencers old HF beam but time was not on our
side to install it before we started our journey
home.

Lance Installing his HF beam this November

We left Friday and met up with Mel Whitten K0PFX
at his and his wife’s QTH. Then over to a BBQ
Restaurant  to met the rest of the St. Louis ATV
group!  After lunch we visited the ATV repeater site.

St. Louis ATV Group, Mel on lower right side
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Laura and I greatly appreciate the hospitality of Mel
and the St. Louis ATV group!  

We then drove to Laurance Kansas and spent the
night. The next Morning (Saturday) we drove
through Kansas and into Colorado and stopped at
Jim Andrews KH6HTV and his wife Janet’s QTH
for a late afternoon BBQ they prepared for us and
a couple of friends, as it turned out they invited all
of the Boulder ATV group!  We all had so much fun
we forgot to take any pictures.  We appreciate the
hospitality shown us by the Andrews and the Boul-
der ATV group!  

One of the newer members Don Apte KK6MX and
his wife Barbara invited us over to their house in
Broomfield rather than a motel for the evening. Don
used to live in California and is still a member of
the Northern California chapter of ATN. I have
known Don for years and it was great to see his
new QTH.  After breakfast we headed over to a di-
nosaur park in Morrison for our son Ryan.  We then
drove back to our home in Crestline and arrived
just before dawn on Monday morning.

ATN Summer BBQ

August 4th, was our tri-state ATN BBQ hosted by
Tom Board WB6HYH and his wife Chris at their
QTH.  We had members from Nevada, Arizona and
California attend. 

Roland showing off a new ATV gadget

We had a good time at Tom and Chris’s house for
the BBQ, ATN took care of the meat and members
brought a side dish.  No one left hungry!

Members looking at the new ATN remote
Truck

Mike opening the back of the truck to show
off the 300 ft A/V cable and real 

The summer BBQ is more of an ATN social event
as compared to the winter meeting that has more
business items and officer elections.  Our blue ATN
shirts are also getting popular.

If you would like one or the traditional white ATN
shirt or a jacket, contact Mike WA6SVT at
wa6svt@gmail.com.  Thanks to Tom and Chris for
a fantastic BBQ this year.

73, Tom, & Chris
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